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How does it all fit? 

mission

core purpose

values



Values 



Start with Values 
you are not the organization…the organization is not you

what behaviors do you 
bring to interactions? 

your guiding principles; 
without justification 
these are important to 
you

enduring tenets of the 
organization

guiding principles in 
function and operation



BELONGING
feeling connected to and liked by 
others

COMMUNITY
feeling a meaningful connection to a 
group of people 

COMPASSION
feeling sympathy, care or concern for 
others

COMPETENCE
being effective at what you do

COURAGE
standing up for your beliefs

EQUALITY
respecting everyone’s right to parity

FAMILY
taking care of and spending time with 
loved ones

FREEDOM
embracing liberty; exercising choice and 
free will

FRIENDSHIP
experience close, ongoing relationships

HELPING
taking care of others and meeting their 
needs

INNOVATION
finding new and creative ways of doing 
things

INTEGRITY
adhering to a moral or ethical code

JUSTICE
pursuing what is fair and morally right

LEADERSHIP
guiding people and projects; setting the 
pace

OBLIGATION
committing to fulfill a duty or promise

OPPORTUNITY
having the chance to 
experience progress and advancement

PERSONAL GROWTH
pursuing new skills and self-awareness

RISK

exploring the unknown; testing limits

PLEASURE
seeking personal enjoyment and fun

POWER
having the ability to influence others

RECOGNITION
getting noticed for your efforts

RESPONSIBILITY
voluntarily doing what is expected of 
you

SPIRITUAL GROWTH
seeking connection to a higher purpose

TOLERANCE
being open to different ideas

TRADITION
respecting an established way of how 
things have been done

VALIDATION
reinforcing our own beliefs through our 
actions



Zappos:

 Deliver WOW through service

 Embrace and Drive Change

 Create fun and a little weirdness

 Be adventurous, creative and open 
minded

 Pursue growth and learning

 Build open and honest relationships 
with communication

 Build a positive team and family spirit

 Do more with less

 Be passionate and determined

 Be humble

Facebook:
 focus on impact

 move fast

 be bold

 be open

 build social value

The Gospel:
 God is One: Love God with all 

your heart, soul, mind, and 
strength

 Love your neighbor as yourself

 Feed the hungry

 Quench the thirsty

 Welcome the stranger

 Clothe the naked

 Care for the sick

 Visit the prisoner



Core Purpose 



SWOT:

S: why are you excited to be here?

S: what do you do exceptionally well? 

S:what are your most valuable assets?

W: where do you fall down? 

W: what are the biggest barriers to change?

O: what could you do completely differently?

T: what scares you the most today? about the future?



Core Purpose:

our reason for being
an effective purpose reflects the 

idealistic motivation for doing your 
work; whereas you might achieve a goal 
or complete a strategy, you cannot fulfill 
a purpose – it is the guiding star on the 
horizon



Core Purpose – as a story:

 “Humans are not ideally set up to understand logic; they 
are ideally set up to understand stories.” 

- Roger Schank, cognitive psychologist



The six word story - examples:

Automobile warranty expires. So does engine. – Stan Lee

Please, this is everything, I swear. – Orson Scott Card

Facebook has ruined my entire life. – Leonard Lopate Show

Wind blows. Sails fill. Journey begins. - Roshi



Core purpose - examples:

Fannie Mae: strengthen social fabric, democratize home ownership

Sony: joyful technology that benefits the public

Nissan: a technology company that moves people

Walt Disney: make people happy

Fuller Theological Seminary: indispensable formational education 

for diverse Christian leaders everywhere



Core Purpose – story exercise:

 write a six word story about yourself

 write a six word story about your 
organization

 write a six word story about the 
broader community 



Mission 



Member Mindset:

who would you identify as a member?

who would you identify as a potential member?

who would you identify as a participant?



Defining Mission:
• make it emotional 
• make it meaningful
• make it actionable



Thank you 
maggie.harmon@presbyterianfoundation.org
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